Current trend in the treatment of Hodgkin's disease.
The analysis of three subsequent randomized trials carried out within the frame of the European Organization for Research on Cancer (E.O.R.T.C.) enables to define a strategy for the staging and the treatment of early stages of Hodgkin's disease. Several prognostic factors were identified by multivariate analyses: 1) erythrocyte sedimentation rate, which has a greater impact on relapse-free survival than systemic symptoms but which can be combined with them; the combination of the two is a more powerful prognostic indicator than ESR alone; 2) the number of involved lymphatic areas: patients with one or two lymphatic areas involved (CS I and II2) have a better outcome than stage II patients with 3 or more areas involved (CS II3). Patients with favorable prognostic indicators are submitted to staging laparotomy because for them spleen involvement has a pejorative impact. For patients with unfavorable indicators, the spleen involvement has little prognostic significance and therefore those patients who need, anyway, an aggressive treatment do not undergo staging laparotomy. Patients with favorable prognostic indicators and negative staging laparotomy can be treated by radiotherapy alone, patients with positive laparotomy or patients with unfavorable prognostic indicators are treated by combination of multiple chemotherapy and radiotherapy.